In the mining world, downtime is expensive. Efficiency and reliability is crucial to profitable operations. Franklin Electric keeps you running.

Pioneer Pump®, a Franklin Electric company, supplies leading-edge hydraulic engineering that makes our centrifugal pumps the highest performing pumps on the market. Our packages provide better flow, higher head, greater efficiency, and unrivaled service designed to meet your unique challenges.

**MINING & ENERGY SOLUTIONS**
PUMPS AND SYSTEMS APPLICATION CAPABILITIES

EXTREME PERFORMANCE AND EFFICIENCY

Pioneer Pump® performance sets the industry standard with unrivaled reliability, efficiency and lower total cost of ownership.
GOING TOE-TO-TOE WITH THE WORST PUMPING CONDITIONS THE WORLD HAS TO OFFER IS WHAT FRANKLIN ELECTRIC WAS BORN TO DO. All of our expertly engineered system solutions have been proven in battle, moving all types of fluids in the harshest conditions. We are bringing that legendary toughness, along with high performance, value, and capability to the world’s most unforgiving industrial mining sites.

Since its inception in 1944, Franklin Electric has grown into a global leader in the production of systems and components for the movement of water and automotive fuels. Recognized as a technical leader in its products and services, Franklin serves mining, oil, and gas customers around the world, in addition to the most demanding applications within the residential, commercial, agricultural, industrial, municipal, and fueling markets.
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